
Continuing Peter Koch's discussion on better ways of planing
lumber in the mill. A brief look at some important factors
such as two-lcay thicknessing, rate of output, and economy.

by PETER KOCH
Stpt.on-Ro.. Machine Co.

111 the conventional cutterhead arrangement the
presure on the lumber passing through the planer is
exerted downward-forcing the stock against the
lower bed line first. The effect is as follows:

1. The top cylinder.must remove the excess thick-
ness, if any, to produce a finished face. The lower
cylinder then takes a fixed cut from the back or lower
side of the lumber regardless of whether the face has
been surfaced or not.

2. If the stock is too thin to be surfaced on the face,
it will be made still thinner by the cut from the lower
cylinder causing unnecessary waste.

3. Because the upper cylinder cuts while the lumber
is still rough on the back, it may produce a wavy
surface on the face.

measured and thicknessed, first from the back against
a solid plate above. Thus, the surplus stock, if any,
is taken from the heart, or low grade side of stock.
having a face side.

This method of taking the most material from the
back has another advantage due to the fact that all
lumber, after it is run through a planer, will warp
or cup to a certain degree toward the side from which
the planer takes the heavy cut. As this is the case,
instead of flooring being cupped toward the face side
which spoils the matching, it is cupped toward the
back and the matching remains perfect. As the ma-
chines never remove a heavy cut from the face side,
no stock warps toward the face, but instead, all warp-
age is toward the back, leaving the edges turned away
from the face and joints closed rather than open.

Again, if the stock is too thin to allow for planing
fully both sides, only a light cut or no cut will be
removed from the back, depending upon its varying
thicknesses along the board, because it will be pressed
upward-measured-against the upper bedplate by
the upward pressure means and the bottom chip-
breakers and held there until it passes the bottom
cylinder.

Thus, the lumber wilJ purposely be left rough, or
partially rough, on the back, and not be made thinner
without any good reason. Stock will be skip-spot-
planed on back, only at SQch places in the board

Continued on page .36

"Two- W 8Y Thicknes8ing"

On the Two-tvay Thicknessing planers the bottom
cylinder cuts first, and pressure is exerted upward
against the top platen which is solidly locked in a
position which reserves the thickness necessary for
surfacing the face, face up, afterward. These planers
operate as follows:

1. A varying, unmeasured cut, heavy only if stock
is thicker than necessary, is taken on the bottom
crflindcr against a solid overplate: i.e., the lu.mber is

Conventional planer head arrangement. TH'O-If'oy thickneuing planer head arrangement.
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WHEREVER exact moisture content of air is critical to
the product, the new Foxboro system of Dew Point meas-
urement offers interesting new possibilities for product
improvement. It permits the measurement and control of
humidity with a siIilplicity and accuracy never before
available in an industrial instrument. .

The humidity sensitive element, the "Dewcel", is
uniquely different from any other measuring device. In
conjunction with Foxboro Recording or Controlling
Instruments, it has several distinct advantages over
other systems of measuring dew point. ~

~~
lfj

1. Records directly in dew point. with easy conversion to absolute
humidity.

2. With the addition 01 a pen lor dry bulb temperature. relative
humidity may easily be observed or controlled.

3. Has a wide ranqe 01 workinq temperatures.
.. Neither adds nor remove. water Irom atmosphere.

5. Sustained hiqh accuracy 01 measurement.

6. Mea8ures at .ub-zero temperatures.
7. Can be used with either ffiled.typed or electronic thermal systems.

8. Requires no water box or circulation 01 air.

This advanced system is especially suit-
able for moisture measurement or control
in cabinets, dryers, storage rooms or con-
ditioned process rooms. Investigate its
possibilities for your processing. Write for
Bulletin 407. The Foxboro Company. 238
Neponset Avenue. Foxboro, Mass.. U. S. A.

ThIa illustration showa the Foxboro Dynaloq Dew

Point Recorder. which utilizes the excluaive Dynaloq
electronic temperature meaaurin9 system. It also
ahows the power unit and the unique Dewcel element.
A filled-type Dew Point Recorder. as weil aa pneumatic
or electric control actions. are alao available.

This System 9ivn direct recordin9a of dew point

from -20°F. to +160°F. at workin9 temperatures
from -20°F. to +220°F. Readin9a easily converted to
absolute or relative humidity when desired.
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Furthermore, the only thicknessing cut is made
while the back is rough and the lumber is not traveling
in a true line when the face is being planed. In order
to finish the back of lumber, the bottom cylinder of
the other planer must be set to take a certain pre-
determined thickness of cut-a measured fixed cut.
Then, regardless of the thickness of the lumber itself,
the bottom cylinder takes its measured fixed cut,
making a thin board and destroying a vital portion
of stock which should have been reserved for the face.

Economy of Operation

It is mere idle speculation for practical engineers
to consider the ultimate surface quality and dimen-
sional accuracy obtainable in the planing process
unless the economic feasibility of such an operation
is considered. There are many factors involved in the
selection of adequate planing machines for economi-
cal operation, but a partial list of the desirable charac-
teristics must include high utilization of material,
high rate of output, versatility of set up, ease of
maintenance, simplicity and safety of operation, and
llutial cost compatible with rate and quality of out-
put.

where the stock may exceed the finished thickness,
plus reserve for the face cut.

2. After the lumber passes the bottom cylinder, it
is flexed, or pressed down by the top chipbreakers, its
pre-thicknessed back being against the bed under the
top cylinder, and is finally and perfectly thicknessed
from the face by the top cylinder. Thus again, the
board, not the cut, is measured. That is what is meant
by the term Two-Way Thicknessing.

By this method and means the board is measured
hvice and thicknessed twice so that the measured
board, not the measured depth of cut, gets first con-
sideration. The board is always enhanced in value.
Rough flooring stock may be too thin to dress on the
hack and too thin to allow for a full cut on the face,
but when it reaches the top cylinder, it is again
measured and only that amount of lurpber left in
excess of the given thickness at which the machine
is set will be planed from the face, regardless of
whether it is planed all the way or skip-spotted on
the back, and hence will go into First Grade Flooring,
as permitted by the grading rules. It is fully up to
thickness and the value is there. But, if the board is
thinner than the finished thickness, it will come out
of the machi~e rough on both top and bottom of the
board, and can be used for other purposes. It has been
measured twice and discarded.

The bottom <:,yllllder, which cuts last on the other
type of machine in most common use cuts against
the pressure bar after the lumber is thicknessed.
Warped, crooked, or knotty lumber has a tendency
to push this pressure bar up and, if the bar is set
tight, some portions of such lumber are crowded down
into the bottom cylinder and planed too thin. Fre-
quently it is impossible to feed the lumber through
the machine without excessive breakage. To permit
feeding, the pressure bar must be raised to lllcrease
the size of the opening and to relieve this condition.
This also causes unevenly thicknessed lumber and
sniped ends.

Utilization of Material

To consider the first of these desirable qualities,
utilization of material; there is no more lumber saving
principle of planing wood than that discussed pre-
viously in this article. In long term tests this "Two-
\Vay Thicknessing" process it has been proved that,
compared to conventional planing methods, it is
possible to saw lumber no less than three l>ercent
thinner than standard practice, and still maintain a
quality and grade of output superior to the conven-
tional machines. This 3 percent saving in stock is

Continrled on page 38
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Versatility
As the refinement of machine design proceeds, the

accent shifts from speed to versatility. Operators are
interested in a machine's capacity to run a multiplicity
of patterns with a minimum of down-ti,ne. Notabl"e
among the comparatively recent developments alon~
this line is the use of push button controlled motor~
to hoist the top rolls, cylinder, and profiler, and to
traverse the outside.head.

Quick pattern change has been further accelerated
by the use of tapered spindles for the sideheads,
which self-center a cutter-head that has been jointed
in the grinding room prior to use. Perhaps the de-
velopment of most importance to quick pattern change
i.'l the versatile profile yoke or cartridge unit. This
profile yoke unit consists of an aluminum yoke which
slides into the machined ways of the profiler. Mounted
in this yoke are a pair of precision ball bearings in
which the profile arbor runs. At one end of the arbor
is a pin type coupling which couples this unit to the
driving motor when it is slipped into place.

The advantage of this slip-in yoke system lies in
the fact that a complicated, multi-knife, profile pattern
can be set up, mounted on the arbor, ground, jointed,
tested, and reground to the joint if necessary-all in
the grinding room, well in advance of the pattern
change. Thus when the time comes to change patterns,
the old yoke is slipped out and the new one slipped
into place in a matter of seconds. The time consuming
and costly practice of setting up and jointing a head
on a fixed profile arbor in the machine is eliminated.

CartridKe type profile yoke units, previously set
up, ground and jointed in the grinding room.

further bolstered by the upgrading of intermittently
under-thickness stock and by the advantage of super
accurate thicknessing.

There yet remains a major problem to be solved
ho\vever, in the disposal of the chips. \Vhile in a
small percentage of the nation's planing mills these
chips are utilized for briquettes, the machinery has
yet to be developed for the small operator to take
advantage of the economic utilization of chips that
is known to be possible. Perhaps the next step will
be the development of a small scale integral briquett-
ing machine to take the place of the intricate and
horsepo\ver consuming blower systems so common'
to the m9dem planing mill.

Ease of Maintenance

Of considerable importance in the selection of any
machine is the consideration of maintenance. 1n rela-
tively recent years, individual motors have largely
replaced belts, push buttons are replacing hand
cranks, ball bearings continue to replace babbitt
bearings, and breakdowns of expensive machinery
have been minimized by sealed in splash lubrication
of important moving parts, replacing unsealed grease
lubrication. It is to be expected that central lubrica-
tion and pressure oiling systems will soon be in the
picture.

Simplicity and Safety of Operation

A major current trend is toward simplicity and
safety of operation. Machine designers are gradually
thinning out the number of men necessary to the
operation of a planing mill. A few highly trained
operators and a grinding room specialist have, in
modem operations, supplanted the hoard of semi-
skilled and unskilled workers that surrounded the old
time planer and matcher. \Vhile the planing mill is,
and always has been, a place of high occupational
hazard it need not continue to be so. Perhaps the
design improvement longest overdue in this respect is
the development of an effective method of sound
proofiin~ the high speed planer and matcher. It is hard

Rate of Output

Perhaps the factor foremost in most superintendent's
minds is the problem of speed-rate of output. It may
well be said that the conception of the lumber pack-
age and the development of efficient infeeding equip-
ment has done more to speed up the lumber planing
process than any other single factor since the incep-
tion of jointing. It goes without saying that the out-
feed handling must be geared to the rate of input.

Although much has been accomplished to reduce
the machine down time due to grinding and jointing,
there is a great deal yet to be developed. The applica-
tion of carbide tipped knives will no doubt become
more widespread as the years go by and may be ex-
pected to drastically reduce the time consumed in
I>oth the grinding and jointing process.

Stock breakups have always been a pitfall to high
spetxl opcration and are most successfully combatted
by closely coupled machines and by provision for
(luick .1nd accurate size setting and resetting. Conlin/led on pa~e 53
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. By lamlnatinq standard thicknesse. of lumber with
PenacoUte Resorcinol Adheaive. durable .truc:tural memo
ber. stronq enouqh for UN 1D hiqhway brid~. railroad
tr88tles. docb aDd harbor atruetures OOD be built. Hiqh.
atrenqth P8naa)lite boDd8 wiD .taDd up uDder extrelD8
..rvice condltiona.

Tremendoualy .tronq Penacollte bond8 are not affected
by .aIt or fre.h water. mold.. fuuql. orqanic aolventa.
oila. m08t acid-. Joint. do Dot weaken at '-peratur..
that char wood or run Q8 low Q8 -40°F. ADd weather.
proof P8D~lIte 8818 at room '-peratures (70°F .-gooF .).

Pen~lIte a)IDe8 1D a number of forma and
qrade. to meet varioua U88 requirementa. Write
for free booklets.

KOPPERS COMPANY I INC.
Chetlticol Division, Dept. W11 . Plnsbu..h 19. Po.

to imagine a factor more damaging to plant efficiency
and individual mental efficiency than the all-pervading
and ear shattering whine of a sixteen knife planer
and matcher operating at high speed.

Coupled with this incredibly high noise level is the
extreme temperature fluctuation in northern latitude
mills necessitated by the customary open planer shed
construction and the high rate of air exchange oc-
casioned by the intakes to the blower system, which
ordinarily are located at each planer head. More at-
tention to proper lighting and some consideration of
L'Olor conditioning would not be amiss in most modem
Jnills. As the lumber industry becomes more stabilized
it is to be hoped that mill engineers will concentrate
more on the efficiency of the plant personnel as well
as on the efficiency of the machines.

Having considered three phases of planing ma-
chine requirements, namely factors affecting quality of
finish, dimensional accuracy, and economy of opera-
tion, one can see that there is much yet to be done in
the long march toward higher quality lumber obtain-
able at lower cost. Machine selection is no longer a
matter of obtaining a machine with the lowest initial
cost but rather a problem of balancing tooling invest-
ment against quality and rate of output.
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A complete equipped concentration yard
with re-manufacturing facilities. Ca-

pacity 150,000' per day-Equipment in
A-1 condition-Steady supply of rough

green "Douglas Fir" insuring a long term
operation. Ideal location commanding

greatest possible "In Transit" privileges--
1500' spur track on Southern Pocific Rail-
road. Large storage oreas--poved road-
ways with adjoining acreage for future

expansion.

A profitable going concern-priced for
immediate sale or might consider lease
under favorable conditions. Reason for
selling-owners have other interests, de-
tails upon request. Address "Confidential"

Unsuspected, Undetected Moisture
Costs YOU Dollars Every Dayl

1-:1...NDle MOISTURE REGISTER detects the exact molature
content of wood within 3 seconds. No more costly guessln&",
,"0 ..mpllrat.d ralrulatlol,.1 Simply place the electrodes against
I he "urfl,ce to be tested, , , read the dial. WltlT~, TODAY.
"'OR FULl. D~TAILS AND A LIST OF PRESENT ElertO'ODle
,\tOISTITRE ItEGISTER USERS. ~. Jlola R...la... Co.,
Itrpt. "', 1:1.' N, Gara.l. AY.~ Alka..hra, Calilorala,

P. O. BOX 348

EUGENE, OREGON
rhe Standard in Moisture rest-

ing lor more than J5 year..
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